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Publication Date

Taking charge of ADHD: the complete, authoritative guide for parents
Raising a sensory smart child: the definitive handbook for helping your
child with sensory processing issues
Step ahead of autism: what you can do to ensure the best possible
outcome for your child
Secrets of a special education advocate: how to supercharge your child's
special ed IEP so your child can excel
Kid-Friendly ADHD & autism cookbook
Carly's voice: breaking through autism

2013

2012
2014

Kranowitz, Carol

Raising boys with ADHD: secrets for parenting healthy, happy sons
Welcome to my world, I have autism
Chaos to calm: discovering solutions to everyday problems of living with
autism
Functional behavior assessment for people with autism: making sense of
seemingly senseless behavior
Explosive Child: a new approach for understanding and parenting easily
frustrated, chronically inflexible children
So this is normal too?
That crumpled paper was due last week: helping disorganized and
distracted boys succeed in school and life
Inspired by autism: a spoonful of comfort for parents of children with
disabilities
Growing an in-sync child: simple fun activities to help every child
develop, learn and grow
Out-of-sync child has fun: activities for kids wi9th sensory processing
disorder

Maitland, Theresa
Maloney, Beth Allison
McClannahan, Lynn

Ready for take-off: preparing your teen with ADHD or LD for college
Saving Sammy: a mother's fight to cure her son's OCD
Activity schedules for children with autism
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2010
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Robinson, Ricki
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Seroussi, Karyn
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Asperkids: an insider's guide to loving, understanding and teaching
children with Asperger Syndrome
Asperkid's game plan

2012
2014

Asperkid's launch pad: home design to empower everday superheroes
More than hope: for young children on the autims spectrum
Autism solutions: how to create a healthy and meaningful life for your
child
Homeschooling the child with autism
Autism mom's survival guide (for dads too!)

2013
2012

Unraveling the mystery of autism and pervasive developmental disorder
Autism life skills
Little book of the Autism Spectrum
Autistic logistics: a parent's guide to tackling bedtime, toilet training,
tantrums, hitting and other everyday challenges
Gravity pulls you in: perspectives on parenting children on the autism
spectrum
Autism Spectrum Disorders: what every parent needs to know

2014
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2013

2011
2009
2010

2015
2010
2013

